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ABSTRACT 

In high-temperature low-density plasmas radiation cooling by impurity 
atoms can be an important energy loss mechanism, since the radiation is not 
reabsorbed. In a brief historical survey it is shown that the problem is 
not new but was discussed since the first beginning of controlled thermo
nuclear fusion research.lt is then shown how radiation losses enter into the 
general power balance equation of a plasma containing impurities. The equa
tions for the different types of radiation losses are given as a function of 
the atomic 4uantities. In a special section simplifications due to the 
corona model assumption are discussed. It follows a detailed survey of the 
results obtained by several authors for the ionization balance and power 
losses of impurity elements observed in present high-temperature plasma ma
chines used in CTR, especially in TOKAHAKS. In the conclusion a survey is 
given of the atomic datae which experimentalists and theorists need for 
current research on impurities in fusion-like plasmas. 
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1. HISTORICAL 

Since the first beginning of controlled thermonuclear fusion research, 
plasma impurities and radiation cooling have played an important role in 
the overall energy balance of the created high-temperature plasmas. It has 
in fact very early been recognized that the impurity problem must be solved 
satisfactorily in "fusion-like" plasmas when one wants to achieve controlled 
thermonuclear fusion in a true fusion device. Energy loss due to radiation 
cooling is not a recent discovery» however, it becomes now much more serious, 
since present plasma machines yield such high plasma temperatures that the 
enhanced energy loss by highly stripped impurity atoms may become one of the 
dominant loss mechanism. Before discussing the atomic physics as far as 
radiation cooling is concerned it may be instructive to give a brief histo
rical review in order to show how Lhe impurity problem has evolved during 
the past. 

The probably first mentioning of the energy loss due to impurity ions 
in a fusion device is by POST [l]. In connection with the calculation of the 
power P, radiated by bremsstrahlung (p. 344 in [I]) he concludes : "Because 
^of the Z dependence of P., it is apparent that the presence of even a 
"small amount of ionized high-Z elements could greatly increase the radiated 
"power density. It follows that high purity is a prime requirement for the 
"plasma of a fusion reactor, For this and other reasons utmost attention 
''must be paid to the role of the material walls of the reactor in introducing 
"impurities through bombardment and heating effects which might otherwise be 
"considered unimportant". In Post's article nothing is said about line radia
tion and magnetic radiation, both obviously assumed to be unimportant at 
that time. 

It is worth mentioning that the LAWSON criterion [2] formulated in 
1957 is based on the sole assumption that tne nuclear reaction power (multi
plied by ...i efficiency coefficient n) must be balanced by the power losses 
due to plasma diffusion and bremsstrahlung of a clean D-D or D-T plasma. 
Admitting impurities which significantly contribute to the general energy 
loss will change the LAWSON criterion for both the temperature and the 
value of nr (n being the plasma particle density and T the particle confi
nement time). 

In his talk "peaceful uses of fusion" given at the Geneva conference 
in 1958, E. TELLER [3] discussed the difficulties encountered in obtaining 
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a fusion plasma. He said : "Another difficulty that is quite generally en
countered is connected with impurities. The presence of impurities leads to 
"increased bremsstrahlung radiation and the consequent rapid loss of energy 
"from the plasma. At temperatures low compared with ignition temperature, these 
'losses are often aggravated by radiation from incompletely ionized atoms. 
"These partially ionized systems are usually not in Saha equilibrium, since 
"of the four possible processes, collisional ionization, radiative electron 
"capture, recombination by triple collisions and ionization by photons, only 
''the first two occur. This somewhat involved problem... has led to the reco
gnition that heating must be carried out rapidly, particularly in the low 
"temperature regions. If neutral atoms are knocked off the walls, these cause 
''an energy loss by an additional mechanism : They can neutralize fast plasma 
"ions by charge exchange and these fast neutral particles can cross the 
"magnetic barrier and reach the wall. Here they can knock out more neutral 
"particles and a loss mechanism can be built up". 

TELLER'S talk gives the first indication that (line) radiation of in
completely stripped atoms may lead to additional radiation losses and that 
plasma-wall interaction is the key problem of the impurity level in a plas
ma. If one particle knocks off more than one wall atom, contamination will 
occur exponentially with time. No such effect has still been observed, 
except in certain cases in which fast H-atoms liberate adsorbed and absorbed 
H-atoras which led to a rapid increase of plasma density-

In the ZETA machine also described at the Geneva conference highly 
ionized C,N,0 and probably Al impurities have been detected (BUTT et al-[A]). 
THOMPSON [5] commented these results in the following manner : "In the tem
perature estimates made so far, we have considered the radiation loss by 
"unionized deterium, but have made no allowance for the energy loss by brems-
"scrahlung and by radiation from impurities present. The first of these is 
"negligible,,.., but the second is more serious". It follows a quantitative 
estimate of the radiation losses which leads to the conclusion : "Hence, 

"if the concentration of aluminium rises much above ]% it constitutes a 
"serious source of energy". In THOMPSON'S paper the importance of energy due 
to line radiation of impurities is uow fully recognized. 

Impurity radiation is not only important relative to radiation cooling. 
Line radiation from impurities represents a diagnostic tool which has since 
the very beginning of thermonuclear research successfully been applied 
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in order to determine temperature and/or densities and to observe the ma
croscopic stability behavior of plasmas. In this context may be mentioned 
the papers by TUCK [6], GOLOVIN et al. [7], DOLGOV-SAVELIEV et al. [8], 
AYMAR et al., [9] , ANDREOLETTI et al. [10], HARDING et al, [ 11 ], LUKYANOV 
and SINITSIN [t2], SPITZER [13], BURNETT et al.[U]. 

The first quantitative treatment of the energy loss due to the radiation 
of impurities in a high-temperature hydrogen plasma is due to KNORR [15] who 
calculated the relaxation times of highly ionized impurities to reach a sta
tionary state population and the power radiated by oxygen and calcium impur 
rities. KNORR concludes : "The plasma loses most of the energy due to bound-

" bound radiation.... Let us assume that the plasma contains 1 Ca*-atom per 10 
"hydrogen atoms. At 10 K and an electron density of 10 cm , the hydrogen 
"radiates approximately 10 erg cm sec , the calcium impurities 7*10 erg 

-3 -1 » "cm sec . 

The guide lines for the calculation of radiation losses from high-
temperature plasmas have been traced by POST [16] with the assumption that 
the astrophysical corona model can be applied to this kind of laboratory 
plasmas. FOST treates losses in stationary and in transient plasmas. There 
one reads : "One way to visualize the radiation loss situation during a 

"transient build-up of the plasma is first to recognize that many stages of 
"ionization will be passed through as the final state is approached. But 
"between each successive ionization event many collisions! excitations may 
«occur, each of which results in a loss of energy. Thus, one can consider 
''that successively to strip a given high Z atom up to a highly ionized state 
»will require an inevitable energy "fee " in excitation radiation losses. 
"This fee may be much larger than the sum of the ionization energies. More-
"over, after this fee has been paid, if the ion does not become completely 
^stripped, further energetic "operating expenses" must be borne to support 
''the continued excitation radiation losses. If the impurity ion escapes to 
•'the wall of the vacuum chamber, is there neutralized and returns afresh, 
"a new fee must be paid for each round trip". 

At that time appeared many spectroscopic papers. Only a few may be 
mentioned : JONES and WILSON [J7] described the spectroscopic studies of 
ion energies in ZETA. They observed lines originating from Ar VIII, Kr VIII, 
Ne VI, 0 VI, see also the papers by H0BBS et al. [18] , HEARN et al.[J91 , 
BURTON and WILSON [20], and H0B3S and ROSE [21] . Similar measurements were 
made on the SCEPTRE - machine,see HUGUES and WILLIAMS [22] , UILLIAMS and 



KAUFMAN [23] , on Z-pinches (CUKZON et al. [24] , LUK'IANOV and SINITSYN 

[25]), on 0-ptnches (GRIEM et al. [26] , KOLB [ 27]). Considerable spectros

copic work on impurity radiation has been performed on the Princeton 

C-STELLARATOR (see e.g. HINNOV [28], HIRSCHBERG [29] , HINNOV [30]) and 

on the Fontenay-aux-Roses T.A. 2000 machine (BRETON, et al. [31]). 

Although impurity measurements continued to be made at the end of the 

Sixties and during the early seventies (see e.g. DÙCBS and GRIEM [32] , 

LOTZ [33], HINNOV [34], DECROISETTE and PIAR [35], BRETON and YA'AKOBI [36] 

it se^ms that radiation cooling due to the presence of impurities was not 

considered as a limiting factor on the way to higher plasma performances, 

compared with the obstacles encountered in connection with plasma turbulence 

and plasma instability. In this context it is worth mentioning that plasma 

loss experiments made on the ZETA machine by BURTON et al. [373 led apparen

tly to the conclusion that "plasma loss is responsable for the major part 

"'of the energy loss at high energies per unit mass.... The plasma loss is 

"associated with an excess resistance.... Measurements of the electric fields, 

*..., yield mass motion of the plasma with the required velocities and fre

quencies to account for the plasma loss by a random-walk process...!' 

(BOHM diffusion), Strong plasma loss leads to an increased plasma-wall 

interaction, and thus to an increased contamination. At the Salzburg-1962 

Conference ARTSIMOVICH [38] described this situation with the phrases : 

"The production of sufficiently pure hydrogen or deuterium plasma is itself 

"a difficult task since, due to interaction with the walls of the vacuum 

"chamber, the bunches of hot plasma very rapidly become contaminated with 

"impurity atoms and ions which are absorbed on the surface of the walls-

"resulting in very high radiation losses. For example, in experiments with 

"toroidal plasma rings, there are intense flashes of radiation from impuri-

"ties, even after prolonged vacuum conditioning. This is one of the basic 

"factors preventing a rise in plasma temperature in experiments of this kind. 

"Very serious difficulties arise merely in the attempt to study the proper

ties of the plasma in such annular columns, since in this case we are con

fronted with a characteristic uncertainly principle, by which the purity of 

''the experimental conditions is in irreconciable opposition to the use of 

"diagnostic methods." 

It seems that during the past ten years the development of plasma ins

tabilities was considered as the main obstacle on the way to fusion plasmas 

14 -3 
which Iiave at least to satisfy the LAWSON criterion nr = 10 cm sec. 



In t966, ECKART and KEILHACKER [39Ï summarized this in the phrase (transi. 

from german) : "Thus, the present experiments serve to investigate the two 

"most important conditions for realizing controlled nuclear fusion, namely 

"the heating of a plasma to very high temperatures and the stable plasma con

finement during a sufficiently long time". 

During the past ten years great progress has been made in stabilising 

the plasma columns and to work with wall materials conditioned to be less 

sensitive to plasma bombardment . During the mid^-seventies, ion temperatu'-

res of 1*10 to 2-10 K (kT = 1 keV to 2 keV) could be realized in T0K0MAK 

machines» the temperatures in B-pinches are still higher. However, although 

relatively stable, these high-temperature plasmas (especially the low-den

sity plasmas in magnetically confined systems) are not free of impurities. 

In the contrary, present plasmas contain so highly ionized impurity atoms 

that approximately 50% of the ohmic input power is conveyed out by impurity 

radiation. Radiation cooling is again considered - as 20 years ago - as an 

energy loss mechanism which must be considered as a very serious one on the 

way towards fusion. The situation is still aggravated by the fact that clas

sically the diffusion flux vector of the impurities points towards the plas

ma center and that the highly ionized impurity aton&might thus concentrate 

in the plasma core and will leave it only through plasma instabilities, if 

the plasma confinement is only limited by collisions (i.e. by classical dif

fusion), see e.g. S.I. BRAGINSKII, Rev. Plasma Physics J_ (1965) 205. At pre

sent, this point is still investigated and needs definite confirmation by 

experiments. If the highly ionized atoms are kept in the plasma core, radia

tion cooling due to impurities will be one of the dominant energy loss 

mechanisms as long as the plasma is contaminated by too a high concentration 

of impurity atoms. (By the way, due to our present knowledge the impurity 

flux problem also applies to the oc-particles (He-ions) produced in a fusion 

plasma. The a-particle-s stay in the plasma and lead to increasing contamina

tion in a continuous working machine). 

2. THE KEEP OF ATOMIC DATAE. 

In connection with the impurity problem and radiation cooling of high-

temperature plasmas atomic datae are needed for the following purposes: 

— a. Energy loss measurements, especially in the vacuum ultra-violet 

and (soft) X-ray region. One must know the wavelengths of the most important 

spectral lines responsable for the energy losses. For calibration purposes 
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of radiation detectors it is desirable to know for selected transitions the 
branching ratios (ratios of Einstein coefficients). 

-b. For diagnostic purposes (determination of the impurity level of 
specific impurities, of ion temperature and of mass motions) one needs 
the wavelengths of prorainent lines belonging to the different ions. This 
is an "a priori" condition for spectroscopical diagnostic measurements. Further 
are needed excitation and ionization cross-sections and the rate coefficients 
for autoionization,radiative and dielactronic recombination as a function 
of electron energy. For special transitions the cross-sections for ion colli
sions should be useful in the near future . Further are needed the oscilla
tors strengths (or Einstein coefficients) for the most prominent lines used 
for the diagnostics and the determination of the desired plasma parameters. 

— c . For energy balance calculations and theoretical studies of the ki
netics of impurity atoms and ions one needs the energy levels of the various 
ions present, the ionization energies, the cross-sections for excitation, 
ionization, autoionization, radiative and dielectric recombination. In this 
context it is worth mentioning that the impurity ions affect the electrical 

2 
conductivity, i.e. the ohmic power. Due to the Z dependence of the elec
tron-ion Coulomb cross-section, impurities increase the plasma resistivity 
and, thus, the ohmic heating efficiency. 

At present our knowledge of the mentioned atomic datae is bad. Many 
wavelengths of highly ionized heavy atoms are only known "approximately". 
The same holds for the energy levels. Precise datae especially for dielectro-
nic recombination do practically not exist. The ionization cross-sections 
are assumed to be known with a precision of approximately - 30£ for most of 
the impurity ions of interest. For the excitation cross-sections the situa
tion is much worse. It is generally believed that they are known within a 
factor of two, i.e. their precision is _^ %. (This is a supposition which 
has not yet been checked experimentally). For the oscillator strengths the 
situation seems to be better. 

As the cross-sections and Einstein coefficients enter linearly in the 
energy balance it is extremely important to know these quantities for the 
most prominent transitions with a precision better than a factor two. 

Before discussing specific cases, let us look how atomic physics 
enters the general kinetic equations which permit to get an overall view 
of the role played by the impurities in the energy balance of plasmas. 
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3. FUNDAMENTAL KINETIC EQUATIONS. 

In order to determine plasma impurities from measurements and to cal

culate cooling rates due to impurity radiation, one needs an appropriate 

collisional-radiative model which describes the essential kinetic properties 

of a plasma in a realistic manner. A powerful treatment is via the statisti

cal approach which consists in considering the different momenta of the 

velocity-integrated Boltzmann equations. When the velocity distribution 

functions are not known one has to solve the Boltzmann equations as a func

tion of velocity. 

In the following we distinguish different chemical species by subscript 

cripts k,£,..,, and excited bound states by a second subscript h,i,j,,.. 

Especially electrons are characterized by subscript "e". Different ioniza

tion stages of the same chemical element are distinguished by the ion char

ge numbers 2-1, ZjZ+1,..., which appear as superscripts. Further, w is the 

velocity vector, <w> = (I/n) wn(w) dw is the mean velocity vector with 

respect to the laboratory system, n is the number density. 

We have the following statistical rate equations for a chemical ele

ment k in charge state z and in the bound state i (see also DRAWIN £io]) : 

~ v n k , i ~k,i ; L 3t J colli; 'à t — " k , i ~ k , i ' L a t J co l l i s i on 
rad ia t ion 

for_£he_rate_of_change of_momentum_ n, . m, <w, .> : 

X7 / Z Z Z . Z „Z 
t - , ( \ i \ < 2 k , i Ï M > ) -"k.A.i 

(1) 

3 ( nk,i \ ^ k . i ^ 
3t 

collision 
radiation 

U> 

where 

nf . F,z . = nf . ze [ E + i (w? • * B) ] ( 3 ) 

k,i-k,i k,i o L~ c we,i » ^J' 

is Che generalized Lorentz force (E = electric field strength, J3 = magnetic 

induction, ze = electric charge of the particle considered). 



for_£he_race_of_çhange_of_k^necic_energj; n f c . -^a^ <w^ ^> 

h\,iK <i» + *i\.i< <\*k,i» - «HXi'^.i» 

rK . j t ' / 'K < i > 
J collis 

(4) 
3t J collision 

radiation 

d , z „z . "hc.i k,i _ z x z . _ f "k,i k , i ] , . , 

d- t-
( nk,iEk,; ) £ at + 2 - ( \ , i E k, i ^ k . i ^ " I Tt J , o ius ion ( 5 > 

radiation 

To these equations we have to add the corresponding cnes for the electron 

gas. We have especially for the 

• rf teof _change_of energ^_dgnsitY ô tj}g_gj-,gÇ.ÇE0.gg* 

~r (n 77 m <w >) + V. (n •*- m <w w >) - n F -<w > (&) 
3t e 2 e —e ~ e 2 e *-e*-e e*e *e 

• [ 
3ii ( 1 / 2 ) in <w'!> 

9t jcollision 
radiation 

Here, m is the particle mass, and E, .denotes the internal energ/ of chemical 

species k of charge state z and in tin.- (excited) state i, relative to the 

ground state of the atom. For z > 1 ,r one has therefore to add to the usual 

excitation energy the ionization energies for all states smaller than z. 

This may be demonstrated by tho following reactions in connection with Fig.l. 

(i) Radiative recombination of a singly ionized atom with an electron 

is energetically submitted to the following condition, symbolically : 

AJ (| kT 1 + E [ ) ••• e"(E) - A? (| kT° + E°) + hv 

where the photon energy is given by hv = E - E° + E. In words : a singly 

ionized atom (z= 1) in the ground level (i= J) has a mean kinetic energy of 

(3/2)kT and the internal energy E. which equals the ionization energy of 

the neutral atom. This ion recombines with an electron of kinetic energy E. 

After rec^nbination into the excited level i the ion species have lost the 

kinetic energy of amount (3/2) kTJ + L[ and the eleccrons the 
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nranslational energy E, since both the ion and the electron have disappeared. 

On the other hand» after recombination there appear two new "particles", 

namely the neutral atom of kinetic energy (3*2) kT° and of internal energy 

E., and a photon. Therefore, the exact energy relation for die photons is 

hv = E - E° + E + j k(T -T°). With the assumption that the recombination 

process does not change the translalional energy of the heavy particles one 

obtains the above given relation for the photon hv and which is generally 

applied in all calculations. 

(ii) Three-body collisional recombination of a two-fold ionized atom 

is energetically described by 

A ^ + ( | kT 2+E^) + e"(E) + e""(E') ->• A T ( | kï' + E!) + e"(E' + AE) 

2 ] 
The excess energy ̂ E = E. - E. + E is imparted to the electron which has noi 

2 1 2 1 
recombined (under the condition that T = T ). The energy difference E. - E. 
is equal to the ionization energy of the singly ionized acorn in level i. 

If follows from this, that potential or internal energy is only contai

ned in heavy particles. When internal energy is given to electrons, the 

latter are heated. On the other hand, electrons can lose kinetir energy to 

the profit of an increase of internal energy of the heavy particles (e.g. ex

citation or ionization). 

When we adopt, this convention it follows that summation of the Eqs. (4) 

and (5) yields the rate equation for the total energy density ^f the particles 

i of chemical species k in charge state z. Summing the Eqs, (4) an. (5) over 

all values z,k,i yields the rate equation for the energy density contained 

in all heavy particles. Adding to these the electron energy equation (6) 

yields the rate of change of the total energy density of the plasma. The 

diffusion terra of Eqs. (4) and (6) contains the contributions to the usual 

or "contact heat conductivity'.' The so-called "'reaction heat conductivity" 

is contained in the diffusion term of equations of type (5). Energy losses 

due to bound-bound radiation are contained in the collisional-radiative 

terms of Eq. (5), losses due to freii-bound radiation are contained in the 

collisional-radiative terms of both equations (5) and (6), and losses due to 

bremsstrahlung are entirely contained in the collisional-radiative tern of 

the Eq. (6), see also Eq. (35), 
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The terra n J'<w > represents the power density furnished to the elec
tron gas due to externally applied fields. This terra accounts for the ohraie 
input power. In present TOKAMAK machines one now applies energetic neutral 
particle beams for additional heating- When the heating process is due to 
direct "heavy particle-heavy particle" interaction,the transfer rate 
of energy must be accounted for in the collisonal-radiative terms of Eqs. 
(4) and (5), Eq. (4) yields the increase of translational energy, Eq. (5) 
the increase of internal energy. When the injected beam particles act prima
rily on the electrons, the additional processes leading to heating of the 
electron gas are accounted for by additional terms in the collisional-radia-
tive term of the electron energy equation Ç6). For reasons of simplicity 
it is practical to add the additional heating terms to the term describing 
the ohmic input power and to reserve the collisional-radiative terms only 
for processes directly connected to plasma particles proper. It should be 
pointed out however, that this procedure may be admissible as lor.̂  a s the 
additionally injected particles do not sensitively increase the to)al number 
density and do not directly influence the excitation and ionization of the 
impurities of the plasma. In the opposite case, the additional heating w jt 

be included in the corresponding collisional-radiative terms. 

We still mention that the condition of quéisi-neutrality requires that 
the relation 

"a " I . z n k , i " > 
Z,K,1 

is fulfilled. Further, every ionization process z-*- z+I creates a particle 
of type z+1 and destroys a particle of type z. The opposite applies to recom
bination. It follows from this that summation of all Eqs. (1) yields for a 
monatoraic gas 

, [ [ H r r ] collision = ° <8> 
* * radiation 

Thus the conservation equation for the number density of heavy particles 
becomes 
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whereas the conservation equation for n is given by 

rln 3n = [ 9n 1 
e E e + V.(n <w ;) ~ e -e = [ "3t" 1 collision 

radiation 
(10) 

The electrons are furnished by the main gas (e.g. hydrogen or deuterium) 
and by the impurity atoms. We thus have : 

8n e 
3t 

8n -l main gas 
!

dn -i main gas r on -j IT „. . + br 
J collision L J 

3n -l impurity 
C11 > 

radiation 
collision 
radiation 

The impurity level can be considered as low when the number of "impurity 
electrons" is small compared to the number of electrons delivered by the 
main gas, i.e. : 

impurity m a m gas (12) 

In present TOKAMAK machines, this is not always a strong inequality. This 
means that impurities can determine to a large extent the collisional-
radiative kinetics. The degree of impurity is often defined by the "effecti
ve" ion charge number z cc defined by 

Zeff = 

r 2 z 

A • ' °M 
z,k,i 
A • Z "Xi z,k,i 

V 2 2 

z,k,i 
Zeff = 

r 2 z 

A • ' °M 
z,k,i 
A • Z "Xi z,k,i 

n e 
(13) 

This quantity intervenes directly in the equation for the electrical conduc
tivity. For a pure hydrogen c- deuterium plasma z „ = 1 holds. In present 
TOKAMAK. machines one. finds z ~~ ranging from approximately one to 8-10. 

In order to separate first the different macroscopic effects contained 
in the terms on the r.-h.-s. of the Eqs. (4) (5) (6) we introduce the total 
mass cverage velocity relative to the laboratory system by the equation 

v (r,t) = — ( V n, . m. w, . + n m w ) «-•o P 2 R * , x ••'k»1 e e — e ' 

where the total ma::s density is defined by 
P = I . "k.i "fc + Ve z,k,i ' 

(14) 

(15-) 
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We further introduce the "peauliai' velocity" by 

V(r , t ) = w( r , t ) - v o ( r , t ) (16) 

w is a velocity vector relative to the laboratory system, ̂  the velocity 

vector relative to the mass average velocity v of the whole plasma. Espe

cially for the electrons : 

V (r,t) = w (r,t) - v (r.t) • (17) 

For a stable plasma column, terms associated with a temporal variation 

of _y become equal to zero. Introducing w from Eq. (Î7) into the electron 

energy equation (6) yields for the first term on the £.-h.-s. the expression 

A-(n | m <w 2 > ) = T - [ i i m v 2 + | n n i < V 2 > + n r a v ' < p ] (IB) 
at e 2 e ~e at 2 e e o 2 e e e e e*"o **e 

In the paranthesis of the r.-h.-s., the first term represents the electron 

energy density associated with the macroscopic (bulk) velocity of the whole 

plasma. According to that what has been said before, the time derivative of 

this quantity will assumed to be zero (stable plasma column). The ne; term 

represents the internal translational energy density of the electron ,.as 

relative to a system moving with jr . For a Maxwellian velocity distribution 

one has 

4- n m <V 2 > = n ~ kT (19) 
2 e e e e 2 e 

i.e., the time derivative of the second term measures the temporal variation 

of the electron pressure. The last term in the parenthesis is associated with 

momentum transfer between the electron gas and the ensemble of the plasma. In 

the following this term will also be put equal to zero. In any case, summed 

over all species, this term is equal to zero because of the fact that the 

mass average diffusion velocity with respect to s is zero : 

J^-k.i-k^.L^^W "° ( 2 0 ) 

In the same manner we can proceed with Eqs. (4) and (5) when substituting 

w, . by the corresponding relations of type (16). 
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The first term of the electron energy equation (6) therefore reduces to 

s (n.ïVar?) • &<§»."«> - -sr ( 2 I ) 

dt 

where we have put E = (3/2) r. kT for the mean energy density of the elec

tron gas. In quite the same manner we can proceed with the diffusion term 

on the £.-h.-s. of Eq. Co). One ends up with the following electron energy 

equation relative to a coordinate frame moving with v 

3Ë* r 3ne(l/2)m <£>-, 
(22) 

collision 
radiation 

where we have introduced the electron heat flux vector by 

qf r = i n m <V 2 V > (23) 
»2e 2 e e e ~e K ' 

and the ohmic (or external) input power per unit volume by 

% - "A^V-V = neE e-<v d> (24) 

where <^,> is the mean electron drift velocity relative to v. • 

We proceed in the same manner with the Eqs. (4) and (5) and obtain-

after summation over z,k and i - for the rate of change of transZational 

energy of the heavy particles, relative to the coordinate frame moving with 

-tr 
h ̂  r, tr _ rt + , \Ki<in><<l>] ( 2 5 ) 

r " Jl * ̂ h ~ "h z £ . (_ 3t J collision U 5 ) 

* * radiation 

where we have introduced the following abbreviations : 

z,k,i ' ' 
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q£ is the heat flux vector associated to translational energy of the heavy 

particles. 

With the same assumptions as above one finds as equation which descri

bes the rate of change of internal energy 

at. - -h k i L 3 t J c o l l i s ion 
radiation 

where we have introduced the intern^* energy density by 

(29) 

rint 
E h a fk,i 

(30) 

and the heat flux vector for the transport of internal energy (reaction 

heat conductivity) by 

I j a? . E* . < .> 
£ . 2 K,I k,i "K,i 

(30 
z,k, i 

Summing up the Eqs. (22), (25) and (29) yields the relation which des

cribes the rate of ohcnge of the energy density of the whole plasma. With 

the abréviations 

Ê = Ê C r

+ If + ËJ
n C 

e h h 

tr tr i n t 

1 = 5e + Sh + 5h 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

3E 
r 3n (I/2)m <V^> -, 

+ -v-2 " n

e x t

 + at " " • 
L J rad. 

z ,T TZ
 2 . 

f . at c o 1 1 -
,->i L J rad. 

i.iL 3 t J c ° u -
rad. 

(35) 
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It is worth mentioning that the term 7-q contains several contribu-
2~ ~ 2 tions, since n = n(r,t), V = V(r,t) and <V > = <V (r,t)>. For magnetically 

confined plasmas, the calculation of V is a difficult task and shall not be 
discussed here. In general two different effects contribute to the V-q» na
mely "ordinary density diffusion" due to a density gradient aud the so-called 
"therma-diffusion" due to a temperature gradient. Eq. (33? shows that three 
different types of energies contribute to the global heat conduction. For 
further details, the reader is refered to the articles of FINKELNBURG and 
MAECKER [41] and DRAWIN [42] [43] . 

In order to obtain the radiation losses as a function of the atomic 
parameters in the collisional-radiative terms- of Eq.(35) we need a colli
sional-radiative model which permits to express the three last terms on the 
r.-h.-s. of Eq. (35) by atomic processes. This shall be developed now. 

The Eq. (35) can be interpreted in the following sense : ohmic external 
; heating is used to change the thermal plus internal energy density and to 
; compensate energy losses due to thermal diffusion and collisional-radiative 
| processes. Both elastic and inelastic (superelastic) collisions contribute 

to the collisional-radiative terms which will therefore be decomposed in two 

parts : 

3« a(i«\<vf>i _ r S \ , i ( , / 2 ) , V < v k , i > 

-I * if 
J c o l l . z , k , i L 

at L„n , i , at col l . 
rad. 

I 
z , k , i L 

1 E Z 1 

8t I „ = $ e l + *i 
J c o l l . 

(36) 

where $ , accounts for elastic and \p. for inelastic, superelastic, and 
radiative processes. 

The elastic processes simply account for energy transfer between elec
trons and heavy particles due to elastic collisions. In a coordinate frame 
moving with v one obtains for the electronic part of $ , the relation —o c el 

2m ~ 
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where T, . is the temperature associated with particles of type z,k,i ; 

v" . is the average frequency of elastic collisions between electrons and 

the heavy particles. Eq. (32) describes the exchange of thermal energy bet

ween electrons and heavy particles, leading to a loss of the electrons. The 

same amount of energy is given to the heavy particles (h) and appears in 

the contribution to $ with a positive sign : 

* ^ u - - " L " , - T M T - * * . ) = - < & , (36b) 
el,h e £ . z e,k,i 2 e k,i el,e z.k, i \ 

Thus, $ , = $ , + $ , , = 0 which simply me an H '.at collisions alone 
* el el.e el,h 

cannot change the total energy density, they can only redistribute the energy 

amongst the different species. 

For the inelastic, superelastic and radiative processes, the following 

collisional-radiative processes shall be taken into account. Symbols below 

and above the arrows denote rate coefficients. The following reactions apply 

to "usual" and'hutoionizing" states. 

a. electronic ignizatiun_and three-body collisional_recombination : 

A (i) + e" I ' A (1) + e"+ e" (37) 

c z. 
A 2(i) + e" ;r-^> A Z(j) + e" (38) 

FÏ. 
1J 

c. Sgontaneous emissionA_induced_ennssion_and_2hotoexci£at^on due_to 

radiative absorption 

A?. 
(2) 1 J z ^ 

A U J ( i ) + h v i j < AZ(j) ; 

I 

A Z ( i ) + 2hv>.. < A Z ( j ) + h » . . r (39) 

z ,z 

A z ( i ) + hv. . 1 J x] A z ( j ) 
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The jffective radiative de-excitation rate is A-.A..n..where A., is the 
1J 1J J 5 1J 

Einstein coefficient for spontaneous de-excitation j -+ i and A ? - the optical 

escape factor for this transition. The A.. can be estimated according to 

a procedure given by ROLSTEIN [44] or DRAWIN s.nd EMARD [45] and in which 

intervenes the equation of radiative transfer. For completely optically thin 

transitions (no reabsortlon) A-- = 1 holds. When all radiation is reabsorbed 

one has A.. = 0 . 

tion^ 

These processes can symbolically be described by 

A Z(i) + hv £-± A Z CO + e" 

A Z(i) + 2h\^ A Z + I ( I ) + e"+ hv (40) 

A'(i) + hv * A* '(I) + e" J 

The effective two-body recombination rate into level i is A. R. n, n , 

where A. is the optical escape factor for bound-free radiation of the 

i-th continuum. It can be estimated according to a procedure given by 

DRAWIN and EMARD [45] . R. is the recombination coefficient for the i-th 

continuum. 

e • ̂ ÎËlS££I2Si£_EË£2SÏ!iSâ£i2S * 

This effect is de-composed into two individual reactions, namely ex

citation of an ion simultaneously with electron capture into an autoionizing 

state cf the formed doubly excited particle, and radiative decay of one of 

the two excited electrons ; symbolically : 

to z+1 cj z 
+1 k *k,hi 

A Z (1) + e" A Z(i) ^ A Z(h) + hv (41) 

For all levels i lying below the usual(or simple) ionization energy of the 

corresponding ion the rate coefficients are zero. The energies involved are 
Z Z"̂  I 7A"V 1 Z 

E. . - E. . for the passage from A (I) to A (i), Thip energy is taken 

from the electrons. The photon energy involved is given by 
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E^ - - E , = hj> (with i > h) for the passage from a state above to a state 
below the ionization limit. The dielectronic recombinaticn rate is propor
tional to the branching ratio 

^ k hi^^k hi + ^ k li^* ̂ k li l s t h e r a C e 

coefficient for auto-ionization. 

f. inelastic_electron-ion_collisions_leadin 

. z , , L . . k ine t i c - , , z , mj_ , „ , , „ . . A + e + { } - > A + e + hv (42) e n e r g y 

We neglect absorption and inverse bremsstrahlung. 

In our model we neglect collisions with protons or deuterons and any 
other type of collision between impurity particles. 

of the rate coefficients, the particle densities and the excitation (ioniza
tion) energy of the individual levels. When one writes down all terms one 
sees that all collision terms cancel each other. This shall be demonstrated 
for the excitation— de-excitat''on processes due to electronic collisions : 
The electrons lose the following energy per unit volume and unit time : 

I & t . l - ' I l [.l.«t,li<,i*e-*lii<,i*e"<,li-*:,M>] z k Li,3 » J » » J »J y j » j 

The same amount of energy is gained by the heavy particles as internal energy. 
The overall balance due to these processes is thus zero. Only radiation pro
cesses contribute to f. . which may be put into the following form (synchro
tron radiation omitted): 

^inel = " P r a d = - P f _ f - P f _ b - P b _ b - P d i € l (43) 
f-£ f-b b-b d i e l 

where P *e >e and P denote the power densities of free-free» free-
bound, bound-bound, and dielectric recombination respectively. One has the 
following expressions : 

£-£ 32Afo V " 2

 2 z 

3/3"c3(2ltm ) 3 
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P f b = )' J y A? - R? • nf ,n (E.Z ! + ftf'\ IcT ) r L h * k» 1 K , I k , l -i k , i / k , i e ' (45) 

?b~b - i l JA.ii<.Li<.ilK.r<.i) (* 6 ) 

z k l , j 

d ie l 
P I I l.ziM<,i < i - E k > h > < 4 7 > 

z k k,i 

where the summation over z begins with z=0(neutrals) and ends with z = Z, 

Z being the charge number of the bare nuclei. The coefficientfb. '. is of 

order unity3the exact value depends on the cross-section and the velocity 

distribution function. Due to rates involved in the dielectronic recombina

tion process, the last relation may be given the following f*nn (corona 

model): 

£> 
-diei ~ v v V <^z+l z+l k,hi ,_z _z . , / Q. 

z k . k,U k,l e (^ > h i 4-^^,.) *•'* K , h 

Owing to the relations (36),(36a,b)and (43) the rate of charge of the energy 

density of the whole plasma as given by Eq. (351 can thus be put into the 

following simple form : 

(49) °« t 
= at at 

h i v q + ï r a d °« t 
= at at at 2-

q + ï r a d 

It clearly shows where the input power goes : It is used to increase 

the translational energy of the electrons and the translational and internal 

energies of the heavy particles, and it compensates the energy losses due 

to heatconduction and radiation. Should once more be pointed out that the 

form of Eq. (49; is based on an energy model which gives all internal energy 

to the heavy particles. 

Remark .-When one adopts an energy model in which the excitation energy of 

every atom or ion is used without taking into account the ionization energy, 

one has to add to the thermal energy of the electrons the internal energy 

associated with the different ionization stages. In this case the rate of 
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change of the energy density in given by the following formula 

3 Ë t r 3 Ë " air"" dn 
h , ~h + Î ̂  + v .q + ," d 

at at 3t 
(50) 

where E , Ê, , and Y have the same meaning as in Eq. (45) "Ê, is 
j n n 

the internal energy density contained in the excited .states only- V*q ac _ 

accounts for diffusion of Ë*^ Ï*T + Ë j X C . The term î dn/dt takes into account 
e h i e 

temporal variation and diffusion of ionisation energy, since the total deri

vative dn /dt is composed of two terms and has for the present case the form 
(see also Eq. (10)) dn /dt = 3n /3t +V » (n <V >). I is the "effective 

e e ** e *-e 
ionization energy" defined by the weighted mean 

î = z - k -i—:—1- = i J - i (50 

z k i k L 

and which depends on the instantaneous charge state of the heavy particles. 

E. , is the usual ionization energy necessary to produce a z-times ionized 

atom in the ground state. 

The terms which account for diffusion of excitation and especially of 

ionization energy can play an important role in regions where the charge 

states of the particles show large changes, e.g. in a region where Oil disap

pears and O U I is formed, etc... 

4. THE CORONA MODEL. 

The Eqs. (44) to (47) give the radiative power losses as functions 

of the particle densities n. .. In the most general case, the n, . must be 

calculated from a system of coupled rate equations of type (1) coupled with 

the rate equations for the transfer of momentum, energy and photons and 

taking into account initial and boundary conditions. This is a very diffi

cult task and can in practice never lead to exact solutions, since one is 

necessarily forced to introduce simplying assumptions due to the physical 

and mathematical complexity of the problem. 
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At high temperatures and not too high electron and impurity densities 
one can assume that the- "corona model" applies. In this case one can neglect 
in the ionization-recombination processes all collisional interactions of 
electrons (and other particles) with the excited states. This yields the 
particle distribution over the different ionization stages as a function of 
temperature T ; the electron density does not intervene. In a separate pro
cedure one then calculates the population densities of particles in the ex
cited states with the (coronal) assumption that the latter are only popula
ted by electron collisions from the ion ground state and inly depopulated 
by spontaneous emission. The procedure is obviously only justified as long 
as dielectric recombination is neglected, since inclusion of di-electronic 
recombination leads to extremely large populations of the highly excited 
levels with principal quantum numbers ranging from 20 to 500, The. abso*>te 
populations and the distribution over the quantum levels is a strong func
tion of n , as may be seen from Fig. 2 which refers to Fe . The quantity 
b, is the SAHA decrement defined by 
i 

n a c t u a l = b. J s a h a ) (52) 

These populations are directly connected to the recombination coefficient 
Fe + e -+ Fe shown in Fig. 3. Due to the fact that the I'instein coeffi
cients A, .. for transitions between highly excited states are much smal
ler than for tbe lower lying resonance transitions one can to a first appro
ximation neglect radiation losses originating from highly excited levels. 
However, one should not neglect in the model calculations the collisions of 
electrons with the doubly excited states. The problem is discussed in detail 
by BURGESS and SUMMERS [46] and SUMMERS [47], see also SUMMERS [48], The. 
electron density-dependent effect of dielectronic recombination is due to 
the perturbation of the highly excited levels by the electric microfield and 
due to the collisional ionization according to reaction (37). Until now 
there does not exist a detailed study of the n -dependence of the dielectric 
recombination coefficient of "highly" ionized atoms of Fe, Mo, and W. The 
density effect is generally assumed to be not very important under solar 
corona conditions (n = 10 cm ) . _ How the density affects 
the dielectronic recombination rates is exactly only seen by solving the 
ensemble of coupled rate equations. As these calculations are very time con
suming one generally applies a method suggested by BURGESS [49] wh ; intro-
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duced a correct ion factor 

n t 
D " I <*diel< n ) / S a d i e l ( n ) <"> 

n=n^ n ^ 
where n, is the smallest principal quantum number allowed, n is the "ther
mal continuum limit". Excited states having principal quantum numbers n > n 
are assumed to lie in the continuum. The effective dielectronic recombina
tion coefficient is then given by 

*diel - D K i e l ( n> < 5 4> 

This expression has been applied by JORDAN [50] and MERTS et al. [51] . It is 
to be not^d that a,. , has bean calculated by several authors. The proposecf-
values differ considerably from each other (see later). 

When one assumes an implicite n -dependence of the dielectronic recom
bination coefficient, the total recombination of ions of charge state z can 
be expressed by 

< " < r a d < V + < d i e l < W < 5 5> 

where the radiative recombination coefficient is given by 

\,r*é - K,i <"> 
where summation is only over non-autoionizing levels. In the frame of the 
corona model, the number density of particles in the ground state (1) is 
then given by 

n k , l cz-] 2-1 cz z ^ z+1 z+1 s z 1 3 , ,z x 

~tt~ = \ t \ \ , i \ ~ S k , l V l n e + ( \ \ , 1 % " V k , l ^ " 7 37 t r&,l> 
(57) 

where S, , is the ionization coefficient and ik , the flux vector. In all 
calculations for TOKAMAK systems and ô-pinches, equations of type (57) are 
applied. The Fig. 4 showT the ionization balance of carbon calculated by 
NUSSBAUM and STOREY [52] . One clearly sees that already the inclusion of the 
metastable states yields a considerable modification of the ionization balan
ce compared to the true corona model which neglects such states. 
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When the ground state densities are known, the populations of the 
excited states are calculated from the balance relation 

>J l t J . J .J 

This yields for the population density of level j 

(58) 

V . I. *k.ij 
C9) 

Introducing this relation into Eq. (46) yields the power loss due to bound-
bound transitions as a function of the excitation coefficients C, -, : for 

k.jl 
the optically thin case : 

V 
i< j , 1 J 

z k j ' J ' ' J ' 

^ . i - ^ 
(60) 

when the ratio n," -/n, . is divided by the Boltzmann ratio 
^°k ' ^ \ '^ ° m a n n / one obtains the so-called Boltzraann decrement a. which 
is a measure for deviations from L.T.E. population. Fig. 5 gives an example 
for optically thin NV and OVI according to SUCKEWER [53] who calculated the 
populations from a complete collisional-radiative model. 

In the corona regime and in L.T.E., the ratio of two line intensities 
of the same ionization stage is independent of n . Fig. 6 shows that this may 
not be true for ions of light elements at electron densities presently rea
ched in TOKAMAKS. 

Two-photon decay and proton (deuteron)-induced transitions are gene
rally neglected as well as self-absorption. HUTCHEON and McWHIRTER [54] have 
discussed all three effects. 

In a fully stripped ion-el- ntron plasma the radiation loss is due to 
bremsstrahlung. Species of ion charge z contribute to the power with 
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T^-3Î z 2 ",._ .1/2 ,. -3 •10 n n z (kT ) W cm (60 

(kT in KeV) 

For a pure hydrogen plasma, z = 1 holds ; see also Fig, 7. 

5. IMPURITIES OBSERVED IN PRESENT FUSION RESEARCH MACHINES. 

In pieser t machines only a limited number of impurity elements are 

found, namely, hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, iron, chromium, nickel, molybdenum 

and tungsten. They are liberated from the walls and the limiter due to plas

ma-wall interaction.Their charge state depends on the plasma conditions. In 

all experiments, oxygen is already found during the initial phase of the 

discharge, indicating that it is already present as impurity in the filling 

gas. YJhen quartz tubes are used as wall material one also observes silicium. 

Carbon, iron, chromium and nickel are constituents of stainless stell used 

for the liner. Molybdenum and tungsten are currently used as limiter mate

rials.As these high-Z elements lead to high radiation losses one discusses 

to employ boron- and titanium carbids for the litL'^r which will consequent

ly lead to boron,titanium and carbon impurities. 

Fig. 8 shows measured power losses of a 8-pinch as a function of time 

compared with model calculations assuming that the radiation losses are 

essentially due to resonance radiation of oxygen (DÛCHS et al. [55]). The 

populations of 01 and Oil were assumed to correspond Saha equilibrium, the 

remaining charge states were calculated from the corona equations. No die-

lectronic recombination was taken into account. 

Fig. 9 shows the temporal evolution of the 0 particle density in 

the TFR TOKAMAK as a function of time and radial distance. The absolute 

nun.'-.er density was calculated from ABEL-inverted line intensity measurements 

of the 0 VI line \ = 1032 A (TFR-group [56])- Initially the impurities are 

nearly uniformly distributed across the dicharge (see example for t = 6 ms). 

After the initial ionization phase, 0 is concentrated in a relatively 

thin shell the radial position of which changes with time. The location of 

the shell corresponds to the region where the electron temperature is of the 

order of or slightly lower than the ionization potential of 0 . The varia

tion of the shell position with time corresponds to the electron temperature 

evolution. Later on, when the plasma current has reached its plateau value, 

the different ionization stages of oxygen follow each other in small distan

ces (see e.g. Fig. 3 in [56]). The peak density of O ions is 10 cm 

This value is obtained from absolute line intensity measurements together 
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with independent measurements of T (r) and n (r) and assuming that coronal 
excitation applies. The me?sureraents indicate that the electron density in 
the plasma periphery (r = 10 ... 20 cm) is entirely determined by oxygen 
impurities liberated on the walls and diffusing into the plasma. 

30+ For a plasma current of 300 KA and a magnetic field of 50 KG-, Mo 
icns were observed in the central part of the TFR machine. From absolute 
line intensity measurements, a Mo ion density of approx. 3*10 cm was 
deduced [56 ]. As nothing is known about the atomic datae, this value must 
be considered as preliminary. It may be correct within a factor of two or 

1 3 - 3 of ten. As the electron density in the center is 3*10 cm , an impurity 
level of 3*10 cm for Mo would correspond to 1 °/oo contamination by 
molybdenum. The Fig. 10 shows the temporal evolution of the measured photon 
fluxes of three different Mo lines and two different current plateau . 

Fig. U shows the X-ray spectrum of the ST-TOKAMAK Princeton (Von G0ELER 
et al. [57]) measured by pulse height analysis. Two distinct slopes of the 
continuous background radiation correspond to a thermal contribution and a 
runaway tail due to fast electrons. Superposed are lines originating from 
wall and limiter materials. In this soft X-ray region, recombination radia
tion due to high-z-impurities constitutes the dominant fraction of the total 
continuum radiation. The dominant impurities are oxygen and iron. Spectros
copic analysis led to the result that the limiter material does not dominate 
over iron used for the liner. For z f f,values ranging from 2.4 to approxima
tely 10 were deduced from spectroscopic measurements. 

6. IONIZATION BALANCE OF IMPURITIES. 

In the energy balance of impurities intervene the relative abundances 
ft. / £n. °f charge states z of a chemical element k considered. To a 
first approximation one can assume that the divergency of the particle flux 
is negligibly small and that ionization and recombination rates are locally 
balanced. This is the so-called homogeneous stationary state model. For 
high-temperature low density pla-;mas the corona model applies. In Fig. 4, 
and in the Figs. 12 to 21 the relative abundances are shown for the promi
nent plasma impurities, calculated by different authors for corona condi
tions, in all cases a Maxwell distribution has been assumed. 
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4.8 • IO~ 3 1n n Z z 2 (kT ) 1 / 2 W cm" 3 (61) 

(kT in KeV) 
For a pure hydrogen plasma, z = 1 holds ; see also Fig, 7. 

5. IMPURITIES OBSERVED IN PRESENT FUSION RESEARCH MACHINES. 

In presen*" machines only a limited number of impurity elements are 
found, namely, hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, iron, chromium, nickel, molybdenum 
and tungsten. They are liberated from the walls and the limiter due to plas
ma-wall interaction.Their charge state depends on the plasma conditions. In 
all experiments, oxygen is already found during the initial phase of the 
discharge, indicating that it is already present as impurity in the filling 
gas. VJhen quartz tubes are used as wall material one also observes silicium. 
Carbon, iron, chromium and nickel are constituents of stainless s tell used 
for the liner. Molybdenum and tungsten are currently used as limiter mate
rials. As these high-Z elements lead to high radiation losses one discusses 
to employ boron- and titanium carbids for the limite which will consequent 
ly lead to boron,titanium and carbon impurities. 

Fig. 8 uhows measured power losses of a 8-pinch as a function of time 
compared with model calculations assuming that the radiation losses are 
essentially due to resonance radiation of oxygen (DUCHS et al. [55]). The 
populations of 01 and Oil were assumed to correspond Saha equilibrium, the 
remaining charge states were calculated from the corona equations. No die-
lectronic recombination was taken into account. 

Fig. 9 shows the temporal evolution of the 0 particle density in 
the TFR TOKAMAK as a function of time and radial distance. The absolute 
nun-*'̂ r density was calculated from ABEL-inverted line intensity measurements 
of the 0 VI line X = 1032 A (TFR-group [56])- Initially the impurities are 
nearly uniformly distributed across the dicharge (see example for t = 6 ms). 
After the initial ionization phase, 0 is concentrated in a relatively 
thin shell the radial position of which changes with time. The location of 
the shell corresponds to the region where the electron temperature is of the 
order of or slightly lower than the ionization potential of O . The varia
tion of the shell position with time corresponds to the electron temperature 
evolution. Later on, when the plasma current has reached its plateau value, 
the different ionization stages of oxygen follow each other in small distan
ces (see e.g. Fig. 3 in [56]). The peak density of 0 ions is 10 cm . 
This value is obtained from absolute line intensity measurements together 
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with independent measurements of T (r) and n (r) and assuming that coronal 
excitation applies. The measurements indicate that the electron density in 
the plasma periphery (r = 10 — 20 cm) is entirely determined by oxygen 
Impurities liberated on the walls and diffusing into the plasma. 

30+ For a plasma current of 300 KA and a magnetic field of 50 KG, Mo 
ions were observed in the central part of the TFR machine. From absolute 
line intensity measurements,a Mo ion density of approx. 3*10 cm was 
deduced [56 ]. As nothing is known about the atomic datae, this value must 
be considered as preliminary. It may be correct within a factor of two or 

1 3 - 3 of ten. As the electron density in the center is 3*10 cm , an impurity 
10 -3 30+ level of 3-10 cm for Mo would correspond to 1 fao contamination by 

molybdenum. The Fig. 10 shows the temporal evolution of the measured photon 
fluxes of three different Mo lines and two different current plateau . 

Fig. 11 shows the X-ray spectrum of the ST-T0KAMAK Princeton (Von G0ELER 
et al. [57]) measured by pulse height analysis. Two distinct slopes of the 
continuous background radiation correspond to a thermal contribution and a 
runaway tail due to fast electrons. Superposed are lines originating from 
wall and limiter materials. In this soft X-ray region, recombination radia
tion due to high-z-impurities constitutes the dominant fraction of the total 
continuum radiation. The dominant impurities are oxygen and iron. Spectros
copic analysis led to the result that the limiter material does not dominate 
over iron used for the liner. For z „f,values ranging from 2.4 to approxima
tely 10 were deduced from spectroscopic measurements. 

6. IONIZATION PALANCE OF IMPURITIES. 

In the energy balance of impurities intervene the relative abundances 
H L / £ n, of charge states z of a chemical element k considered. To a 
firsE approximation one can assume that the divergency of the particle flux 
is negligibly small and that ionization and recombination rates are locally 
balanced. This is the so-called homogeneous stationary state model. For 
high-temperature low density plasnas the corona model applies. In Fig. 4, 
and in the Figs. (2 to 21 the relative abundances are shown for the promi
nent plasma impurities, calculated by different authors for corona condi
tions, in all cases a Maxwell distribution has been assumed. 
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CARBON : Figs. 4 and 12. 

4 
In Fig. 4, z= 1 and z = 2 have equal abundances at T =3-10 K, in 

4 e 

Fig. 12 the temperature is 1.4 • 10 K. In Fig. 4, the maxima for 
4 4 4 

z= 1,2 and 3 occur at T = 2*10 , 5 * 10 , and 8.6-10 K respectively. 
In Fig. 12, the corresponding values are T = 2*10 s 8*10 , 1.2-10 K. 
For a given température, the abundances can differ by orders of magni
tude, e.g. in Fig. 4, n /n - 10 - 1 at T = 1 -10 K, whereas in Fig. 12 

2 3 - e 

the value : s n /n w 1 at the same temperature. 
OXYGEN : Figs. 13, 14 and 15. 

The Fig. 13 shows the influence of the electron density on the ioni
zation equilibrium due to the density dependence of the dielectronic 
recombination coefficient, in Fig. 14 one can see how the inclusion 
of dielectronic recombination modifies the ionization balance. The 
curves in Fig. 15 refer to calculations in which no density corrections 
of the dielectronic recombination coefficient were made. The results 
of the TFR group [60] and of JORDAN [50] agree rather well, their re
sults deviate from those of BURGESS and SUMMERS [46] e*--cially in the 
temperature values for which maximum abundances are obtained. (See 
also the comment on page 520 of [50]). 

SILICIUM : Fig. 16 

This figure shows the influence of dielectronic recombination on the 
ionization equilibrium of silicium. The ionization equilibrium has 
also been calculated by TUCKER and GOULC [76] and ANSARI et al. [77]. 
In ANSARI et al. one also finds ionisation equilibriafor C,N,0,Ne,Mg,Si,S, 
and Fe and a general disucssion of formulas for a,. , " diel. 

IRON : Figs. 173 18 and 19. 

The Fig. 17 shows the results of JORDAN'S calculations [50] with and 
without dielectronic recombinationj in the Figs. 18 and 19 we show 
those of the TFR group [60] and of BRETON et al. [61]. These figures 
are of special interest» since they reveal how sensitive the results 
depend on the assumptions made. Comparison of the Figs. 17b and 18b 
(balance without dielectronic recombination) shows that there is 
broad agreement of the results. But when one considers the abundances 
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at a given temperature one discovers discrepancies. The following table 1 

gives the temperatures T for maximum relative abundance of particles in 

charge state z. The discrepancies between Figs. 17b and 18b are only due 

to discrepancies in the rate coefficients for electronic ionization and 

radiative recombination. 

TABLE I 

z + 

Temperatures T [K] at which maximum relative abundances of Fe 

occur. 

Charge state 
z 

Fig. 17b 

Ref.[50] 

Fig. 18b 

Ref.[60] 

Fig. 17a 

Ref.[50] 

Fig. 18a 

Ref.[60] 

Fig. 19 

Refs.[61][62] 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

1.2-10* 

1.6-10* 

2.3-10* 

4.1-10* 

4.6-10* 

9.5-10* 

1.2-10* 

1.6-10* 

2.5-10* 

3.6-10* 

4.2-10* 

5.1-10* 

6.1-10* 

7.0-10 

8.6-10* 

1.9-10* 

2.5-10* 

(3-6)-IO* 

8.0-10* 

9.5-10* 

1.1-107 

1.2-107 

1.5-I07 

2.5-107 

2.3-106 

3.0-10* 

3.5-10* 

4.5-10* 

5.3-10* 

6.2-10* 

7.2-10* 

8.0-10* 

9.5-10* 

2.6-10* 

3.7-10* 

5.1-10* 

7.8 10* 

9.3-10* 

1.1-107 

1.2-I07 

I.4-I07 

I.6-I07 

23 

24 

25 

26 

• 

1.2-107 

3.3-107 

I.0-108 

>3-l0 8 

1.3-107 

3.3-I07 

1.2-108 

1.8-I07 

3.5-107 

1.1-108 

>3-10 8 

Substantial discrepancies exist between the abundances of Fig. 17a and 

Fig. 18a including dielectronic recombinacion(see table 1 and consider es

pecially the abundances for z=I5 and z=16). In the calculations which lead 

to Fig. 18a only those autoionizing states have been considered which belong 

in the Li- to F- isoelœtronic sequence to one excited state due to a 

transition of type (x=l for B, x=5 for F ,see Table 2) 

. 2 „ 2 0 x , 2 „ „ x+1 
Is 2s 2p » Is 2s 2p (62) 

of the inner electron. In the calculations which yield the results of 
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Table 2 

Electron configuration in the isoelectronic sequence. 

- K L L M M M N N N - K L L M M M N N N 

sequence 1s 2« 2p 3» 3 , 3d 4a 4p Id 

H 1 
He 2 1 
LI £ 1 | Be 2 2 
B 2 2 1 
C 2 2 2 
N 2 2 3 
0 2 2 4 
F 2 2 5 
Ne 2 2 6 
N"a 2 2 6 1 
Mg 2 2 a 2 
Al 2 2 6 2 1 
Si 2 o 6 2 2 
P 2 2 6 2 3 
S 2 2 6 2 4 
CI 2 2 6 2 5 
A 2 2 8 2 6 
K 2 o 6 2 « I 
Ca 2 2 6 2 8 2 
Se 2 6 2 8 1 2 
Ti 2 2 6 2 6 2 2 
V • > 2 6 2 6 3 2 
Cr 2 2 6 .1 6 J 1 j 
Mn 2 2 0 2 6 6° 2 . Fe 2 2 6 A 6 2 
Go 2 2 ti 2 6 7 2 
Ni 2 2 e 2 6 8 2 
Cu 2 2 6 2 6 10 1 
Zn 2 6 2 8 10 2 
Ga 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 1 
Ge 2 o 6 2 8 10 2 

N N N N 0 0 P 
sequ.. -e s>hell 4a iV 4d 4 / 6» 5J> 80 

A* K L.M 2 3 
Se KLM 2 4 
l lr KLM 2 fi 
Kr KIJ11 2 8 
l l l i KLM 2 8 1 
Hi- KLM 2 0 2 
Y KLM 2 8 1 2 
Zr KLM 2 6 2 2 
Nb KLM 2 8 4 1 
Mo KLM 2 6 5 1 

0 
Sp 

m 
Ta 

KLMN 
KLMX 
KLMX 

Fig. 17a obviously additional transitions have been accounted for. (In the 
publication [50] the levels of the inner excited electron have not been 
mentioned). When one takes for the inner electron the two following exci
tation transitions into account (see Table 2) 

Is 2 2s 2 2p x 

Is 2 2s 2 2p x 

Is 2 2s 2 p X + 1 

Is 2 2s 2p x 3d 
(63) 
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the abundances of Fig. 18a change into those displayed in Fig. 19. They are 
now much sinilar to those of Fig. 17a and also agree relatively well with 
the results obtained by MERTS et al. [51]. These latter authors also accoun
ted for tte two transitions (6 3). Abundances of Fe to Fe have also been 
calculated by BELY [78] . 

In principle, the inner electron has the possibility to make many other 
transitions (and also simultaneous excitation of two inner electrons is vir
tually possible). This leads to further doubly (and triply) excited states 
which will affect the dielectronic recombination coefficient too. Correspon
ding numerical studies do not yet exist. 

MOLYBDENUM : Figs. 20 and 21. 

The only existing calculations are those of the TFR group [60][63). The 
ionization balance without dielectronic recombination is displayed in 
Fig. 20. When dieletric recombination is included one obtains the re
sults of Fig. 21. For all charge states from z = 24 to z = 40 two reso
nance transitions of the inner electron have been taken into account. 

HYDROGENIC IONS (z = 2 through z = 25) 

Dieletronic recombination coefficients ct,. , for hydrogenic ions are 
given in graphical form in a special Culham report (DONALDSON [64]) in
cluding the electron density effects, see also DONALDSON and PEACOCK [65]. 
In this context,the tables given by DRAWTN and EMARD [69] and by BURGESS 
and SUMMERS [79] may also be useful. 

Further useful references are Van RENSBERGEN [80) and SHORE [8l] .The dielec
tronic recombination coefficients have not yet been measured directly,however, 
there are sufficient experimental indications that dielectronic recombination 
is the dominant recombination process in high-temperature low-density plasmas, 
see e.g. GABRIEL et al. [82] - [83] and P0SPIESZCZYK[86] . 

7. RADIATION POWER LOSSES. 

When the ion ground state densities are known one can calculate the to
tal power loss P ,- For a given temperature, the results depend not only 
on the dielectronic recombination coefficients (which determine P ) but 
also on the excitation coefficients C, ... As the latter are not well known 
and because of the fact that bound-bound transitions dominate all other loss 
mechanisms, all power loss calculations must therefore be considered as 
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estimates. 

For a given element and within the validity of the corona model one 
obtains "reduced" power loss curves when the actual power loss P is divided 
by n and the impurity density n

T M P - Corresponding curves for oxygen, iron 
and molybdenum are given in Figs. 22 to 24. 

Both the impurity radiation losses and the hydrogenic bremsstrahlung 
rates are volume losses both of which vary in the same way with n . One there 
fore obtains a direct information about the influence of impurities on the 
radiation losses compared to a pure hydrogen plasma when one calculates the 
ratio 

R _ Ftotal / ne nlMF ( 6 4 ) 

brems e „+ 

Using the results of Figs. 22, 23 and 24 for oxygen, iron, molybdenum and 
of the Fig. 7 for hydrogen one obtains the solid curves of Fig. 25. The hori
zontal lines at high temperatures indicate how much the brerasstrahlung rate 
of a "hydrogenic impurity plasma" exceeds the one of a pure hydrogen plasma, 

2 
on an atom-for-atom basis. (This is just the coefficient Z ) . When one extra
polates to impurities of higher Z-number one obtains for tungsten the broken 
curve. Also indicated are the contributions originating from selected ions 
(curves•-•-•-) according to POST [16], Finally we have indicated the tempera
ture region of a future D-T reactor. One sees that an impurity concentration 
of 1 Vcc. of th-e heavy elements cannot be admitted when one wants to realize 
an economically working fusion reactor. One also sees how important i t is 

to know in this region all relevant atomic datae with a precision substanti
ally better than a factor of tuo. 

8. INFLUENCE OF DIFFUSION 

So far it has been assumed that the ion distribution is independent of 
the velocity with which the impurities penetrate into the plasma (so-called 
static local ionization - recombination equilibrium). However, as may be seen 
from Eq. (5 7) the impurity flux tk enters into the rate equations which 

— • K , ] 

determine the ion densities of the different charge states. Thus, all above 
given ion abundances refer to a static local corona equilibrium and are only 
valid in the limit where 3n/8t ** 0 and t/j -*• 0. 
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The Figs. 26 and 28 show how the radial abundances are modified by a 

constant inward diffusion velocity of v° = 1*10 cm/sec. The curves refer 

to the radial electron density and electron temperature profiles of the To-

kamak TFR during the current plateau (plasma current 140 KA, magnetic field 

26 KG, the profiles are given in Ref. [61]). The broken curves indicate how 

the ion distribution would look in the case of static local corona equili

brium. The solid curves are obtained when a stationary state On/^t = 0) is 

reached with a superposed diffusion flux. The ions penetrate now much deeper 

into the plasma than in case of vanishing velocity, since they have not suffi

cient time to reach the "static" ionization-recombination equilibrium locally. 

A consequence is that the radiation losses increase, since the ions of low 

charge state "see" electron densities and temperatures at which they would 

already have disappeared in the case of static corona equilibrium. Fig. 27 

represents the photon flux .*hich corresponds to the dynamic dictribution gi-
2 

van in Fig. 26 and supposing ty. = 1 particle/cm sec. The following lines 

have been considered in the calculations : Oil A = 833 A, 0IÏÏ A = 703 A, 

OIVX = 790 A, OVA = 630 A, OVI \ = 1033 A (2 2 F° -*- 2 2S), 0VII A = 21.8 A 
3 2 1 

(singlet-triplet transition Is 2p P-* Is S), OVIII Lya . 

The diffusion process in T0KAMAK discharges is still very obscur. The 

recycling mechanism of the impurities is not yet clear. From measurements 

deduced inward impurity fluxes appear to high to explain the slow increase 

of the electron density during the current plateau for which a stationary 

state can be assumed. It has therefore been proposed that the inward diffu

sion fluxes of particles in the lower charge states are compensated by out

ward fluxes of highly ionized atoms. These highly ionized atoms have not yet 

been detected in the plasma periphery. As highly ionized particles are better 

trapped than atoms of low ion charge the diffusion velocity should decrease 

when the ion charge increases. It is therefore difficult so see why the high

ly ionized particles should cross the whole plasma radius with an outward 

flux equal to the inward flux. Also the energy equation contradicts this effect, 

since it requires that the ions take with them their internal energy (for 

0 ions 1953.26 eV/particle) and the center kinetic energy ((3/2)kT/particle), 

leading to a loss rate too high compared to radiation losses- It might be that 

a solution to this problem is the inclusion of charge exchange processes with 

highly excited impurity ions formed during dielectronic recombination (see 

Section 9,d.). 

The solid curves in Figs.26 and 28 have been calculated in the following 
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manner: In the steady state and for a cylindrical plasma geometry ihe system 

of equations (57) reduces to 

r dr Y ' r dr 

1 d , ,z , d(rn ) „z-l z-I z z .js+1 z+1 z z — -3—(rii ) = — —^3—- = S n n - S n n + o t n n - a n n r dr v r d r e e e e 

1 d , ,Z, V ° d(rn Z) -Z-l Z-l Z Z 
_ _ ( r i | , ) = _ _A__' = - s n n e + a « n , (65) 

where Z is the charge number of the bar nuclei. In the radial fluxes 

\pz= v°nz(r) the diffusion velocity v° is assumed to be the same for all par

ticles, ty is positive if the flux is directed inward .Since the impurities 

enter into the plasma at r = a in charge state 2. = 0, the boundary conditions 

are 

*inm 2 T r a * 2 î r a n ° ( a ) v ° 
f (66) 

rimp -• • . - J 

n (a) = 0 of z > 0 
2 

with if;. in (atoms/cm sec). Summing up the Z+1 equations of system (65) 

one gets the continuity condition 

27rr v° I n Z ( r ) = 27tai/j. (67) 
z p 

It has further been assumed that everywhere in the plasma the condition 

£ z n (r) « n is fulfilled. With the boundary conditions n (a) = I, and 

P (a) = 0 if z > 0, the system (65) can easily be solved for given distri

butions T (r) and n (r). In the corona regime and under the assumption that 

only one level 3 is excited for each ion stage, the photon production rate 

due to the presence of ions of charge state z. thus becomes (see also Eq. 

(66)) : 

J°Z = C ^ n , (68) 

Multiplying by hv.. yields the radiation power with which these ions contri

bute to the total power loss. The ions of charge state Z finally leave the 

plasma center, travers the column and become neutralized on the wall. 
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9. SOME CRITICAL REMARKS 

So far we have only considered the ionization balance and radiation 
losses in the frame of the corona regime. All energy balance considerations 
as well as spectroscopic determinations of impurity levels are based on the 
assumption that the electrons have a Maxell distribution. This has never 
been checked experimentally. It is assumed that cascade processes can be 
neglected. It is assumed that it suffices to account only for one or two 
excited states of the inner electron in the calculation of the dielectronic 
recombination coefficient. The density dependence of the dielectronic recom
bination coefficient is generally neglected. 

a. Electron_energy__distribution 

The electrons of the high-energy tail are responsable for excitation 
and ionization. This especially holds for the excitation process during the 
formation of doubly excited states which lead to dielectronic recombination. 
When up to 50% of the ohmic power input are lost in form of radiation one 
must seriously doubt the validity of a Maxwell distribution for the electrons 
One generally justifies the Maxwell distribution by applying the usual rela
tion for equi-partionning around an energy of kT . 

However, one does not only need a Maxwell distribution at E Fa kT , but 
' J e 

up to much higher energies» i.e. beyond energies which correspond to the most 
prominent bound-bound and bound-free transitions. It seems useful to solve 
the Boltzmann equation for the electrons under TOKAMAK conditions including 
all elastic and inelastic (super-elastic) collision processes in order to see 
whether deviations from a Maxwell distribution exist or not. Also experimental 
work should be undertaken in this direction. 

" • C2 £ 2 B § _ 5 ° E E I -

In the corona model one neglects in the calculation of the ionization 
balance all intermediate transitions between the ground state and the con
tinuum. In 1963, ATHAY and HYDER [66] have shown that already a two-step 
ionization process especially in the presence of ametastable state modifies 
the ionization equilibrium under corona conditions. Calculations have been 

9+ J 4+ made for the ions Fe to Fe . The ionization balance then becomes n -e 
dependent. Also the calculations of NUSSBAUM and STOREY (see Fig. 4) go 
in this direction. 
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Emission from highly excited levels strongly populated due to the di-

electronic recombination process is generally neglected. It seems useful 

to check whether this simplification is justified or not. MIHALAS, HUMMERS 

and CONTJ [67] have for instance found that the radiation of the NIÎI lines 

ÀA 4640 and 4097 A in Of stars is primarily due to dielectronic recombina

tion and not due to excitation from the ground state as was initially assumed. 

The excitation and ionization coefficients have a complicated form as 

a function of energy. The rate coefficients for excitation (C ..) and ioni-
z . , J 1 

zation (S, .) are obtained by averageing the cross-sections over the electron 

velocity distribution. When this averageing is not done correctly one can 

commit non-negligible errors. Discrepancies between the results of Mc WHIRTER 

and HEARN [68.] and DRAWTN and EMARD [69] for instance must to a large part 

be imputed to simplifications of the averageing procedure in ref. [68], see 

also KOHSIEK [70]. 
d. Dielectronic recombination 

The very highly excited levels play an important role in the dielectronic 

recombination process.As fusion plasmas are submitted to high magnetic fields 

the latter could have a nonnegligible influence on the dielectronic recombi

nation rates via different effects.The following effects will probably lead 

to an increase of «- due to redistribution of l-states:l. Enhanced mutual over-
û 

lapping of wavefunctions due to ordinary Zeeman-effect,2.due to Lorentz-elec-
tric fields created by the particles moving in the confining magnetic field, 

3.due to the quasi-static and turbulent electric fields,and due to 4.collisi-

onal processes. - On the other hand,lowering of the dielectronic recombination 

coefficient will take place due to enhanced merging of the high 1-states into 

the continuum as a consequence of the sanie processes as above.All effects 

will strongly depend on the stage of ionization. - To the author's knowledge 

these probiens have not yet been treated in the littérature. 

e * 9ÏÎË^SË_Ê3S2ÎÎË2S£ 

It is generally assumed that charge exchange processes can be neglected 

in the formation of excited states of ions. Recent measurements of the 

LOUVAIN-group [71] seem to indicate that the excited states of He + are 

• wrongly populated in the following charge exchange process : 

H°Cn) • He 2 + -> H+ • He-j^P ': ( M / 

|4p, ehc. . 
Due to measurements of the same group the cross-sections for charge exchange 

processes of type 

H°(n) + H e 2 + - > H+ + He+(n*) (70) 

seem to reach values of the order of lo ° cm for principal quantum numbers 
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n=]1 to n=29. 

The question arises whether highly excited states formed during dielec-
tronic recombination can modify the ionization balance and the radiation 
losses due to reactions of type 

A Z +(n) + B ( z + 2 ) + « _ > A < z + 1 ) + ( n ' ) + B< z + 1> + (m') (71) 
This reaction is a generalization of reactions (69) and (70;_ 

Scudies of this type of reaction have not yet been undertaken (to the 
knowledge of the author of the present article). 

f. Penning-tyge ionization 

Reactions of type 

A(l) + B°(n) •+ A + + B°(]) + e~ (72) 

play an important role in low-pressure discharges. In this case B (n) re
presents in general a metastable atom the excitation energy of which is lar
ger than the ionization energy of the ground state atom A"(l). 

Due to the strong population of highly excited states during the dielec-
tronic recombination process reactions of type 

A Z +(1) + B Z' +(n) - A ( Z + 1 ) +
 + B Z' +(1) + e" (73) 

between highly excited impurity atoms might eventually contribute to the 
ionization balance. Reaction (73) is a generalization of reaction (72). 

g. Further_Droblems 

Impurities have still other influences on the properties of high-
temperature plasma. Some of them have been discussed in a special report 
(EQUIPE TFR [72]).* 

- influence on the energy balance of ions ; 
- influence on ion temperature measurement by means of neutrals lea
ving the plasma ; 

- influence on heating by neutral beam injection ; 
- influence on heating by high-frequency waves ; 
- influence on the ion confinement time ; 
- influence on electrical resistivity and, thus, on the peak current ; 

To these we add the energy transport by impurity driven modes (very 
recently studied in a theoretical paper by COPPI et al. [73]) and the mo
dification of the spatial distribution of protons (deuterons) in the presence 
of relatively small amounts of light impurities (DNESTROVSKIJ et al. [74]). 
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At higher densities (for instance in machines working with cold gas blan

kets) radiation transport may play an important role in the general energy 

loss mechanism. 

1. CONCLUSION 

Impurities in present high-temperature plasmas and especially in TOKAMAK 
ï 

machines have a great influence on the power balance, since they convey out 

energy by radiation which is not reabsorbed in the plasma. When the impurity 

level is not reduced to very low concentrations it will be difficult to rea

lize economically working D-T fusion reactors. U^ing presently known cross-

sections it is possible to estimate the radiation limits to TOKAMAK operation. 

The essential results are summarized in Fig. 25 from which can be concluded 

that in a future fusion reactor the impurity concentration of the heavy 

-3 -k 
elements iron and molybdenum must be as low as 10 to 10 . This is in agree

ment with recent calculations of GIBSON [75]. When tungsten is used rs wall 

or limiter material the impurity concentration must be less than 10 

In present machines one finds only a limited number of impurity elements, 

namely 

C(Z=6) ; 0(Z=8) ; A1(Z=13) ; Si(Z=U); 

Cr(Z=24) ; Fe(Z=26) ; Co(Z=27) ; Ni(Z=28) ; 

Mo(Z=42) ; W(Z=7A) , 

to which we have in the near future probably to add 

B(Z=5) and Ti(Z=22). 

All originate from the wall and limiter materials used. Spectral lines belon

ging to the different ionization stiges of these elements have been detected 

spectroscopically. Absolute intensity measurements have led to "order of ma

gnitude estimates" of the impurity concentrations using for the excication 

coefficients jaling laws and assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution. 

Bolometric measurements have led in some cases to power losses due to 

impurity radiation which corresponds to approximately 10% to 50% of the ohmic 

input power. 

Ionization balance calculations of different authors lead for the same 

parameters to different results because of a different choice for the cross-

sections and of different assumptions about the essential physical processes 

intervening in the ionization-recombination mechanism. 
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For the mentioned elements one needs for all ionization stages the follo
wing atomic datae : 

a. the exact ionization energies for all possible ground state configu
rations ; 

b. the exact ionization energies of the lower lying excited states» 
especially of metastable levels ; 

c. the wavelengths of the most prominent lines in the vacuum ultra
violet and in the soft X-ray regions ; 

d. the wavelengths of transitions originating from autoionizing levels ; 

e. the excitation and ionization cross-sections for electron collisions. 
It suffices to have the values for the states mentioned under a., b. 
and d- ; 

f. che radiative recombination coefficients ; 

g. the n -dependent dielectronic recombination coefficients ; 

h. the Einstein coefficients for the most prominent transitions and the 
Einstein coefficients of lines originating from auto-ionizing 
levels. 

i. the knowledge of charge exchange cross-sections for highly excited 
levels populated due to the dielectronic recombination process should 
be profitable for future ionization and power balance calculations. 

j. the transport properties for all ionization stages and for well-
defined plasma conditions. 

It is the author's opinion that a precision of a factor of two (i.e. 
of _ ^°) is by far not sufficient for future work. Due to the large number 
of different ionization stages there can occur accumulation of errors in the 
same direction when one calculates for instance the penetration of the impu
rities into the plasma- - Furthermore* the precision of excitation cross-
sections and Einstein coefficients enters linearly into the accuracy to 
which the impurities are deduced from spectral line intensity measurements. 

When one requires for the calculation of the degree of ionization a 
precision of - 20%, the ionization coefficients and the radiative plus dielec
tronic recombination coefficients must each be known to an accuracy of - 10%. 
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Since possible deviations from Maxwell distribution also enter into the error 

calculation^ the relevant cross-sections mist be Toxown to an accuracy of 

better than - 10%. When one is contented with a preaision of - 10% for the 

spectroscopically determined impurity level one has to require at least an 

accuracy of - 5% for the excitation cross-section and for the Einstein aoeffi-

cientSj since also experimental errors must be accounted for. 

It follows from these considerations that a quantitative knowledge of 

impurity effects and the impurity levels depends directly on the precision 

to which the atomic datae are known. 
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Fig.I - Schematic representation of level system and energies adopted in 

the present paper. 

Fig.2 - Saha decrement of the populations of Fe , after Burgess and Summers[46] 

Fig.3 - Recombination coefficient for the process Fe + e -+ Fe including 

dielectronic recombination, after Burgess and Summers[46], 

Fig.4 - Ionization balance of carbon in the corona regime» after Nussbaum 

and Storey [52 ]. 

Fig.5 - Boltzmann decrement of the populations of N** and 0 5 + ( spectroscopic 

notation NV and 0VI respectively), after Suckewer [53], 

o 2 2 ° 
Fig.6 - Intensity ratio of the lines X = 173 A (3 d-»-2 p) and A =150 A 

(3 p-)-22s) of OVI (Li-like system), after Suckewer [53], 

Fig.7 - Radiation loss rate of a pure hydrogen plasma due to bremsstrahlung. 

Fig.8 - Radiation loss rate due to oxygen impurities in a fast G^pinch, 

after Diïchs et al. [55]. 

Fig.9 - Evolution of 0 ions in the Fontenay-aux-Roses TOKAMAK TFR, after 

TFR group [56], 

Fig.10 - Measured photon flux originating from line emission of Mo-ions in 

the Fontenay-aux-Roses TOKAMAK TFR, after TFR group [56]. 

Fig.11 - Measured X-ray spectrum of the Princeton ST- TOKAMAK, after 

Von Goeler et al. [57J. 

Fig.12 - Ionization balance (corona regime) of carbon, after Cox and Tucker[58]. 

Fig.13 - Ionization balance (corona regime) of oxygen, after Burgess and 

Summers [46] including dielectronic recombination. 

Fig.14 - Ionization balance (corona regime) of oxygen, after House [59] 

without and after Jordan [50] with dielectronic recombination. 

Pig.15 - Ionization balance (corona regime) of oxygen including dielectronic 

recombination, after TFR group [60]. 

Fig. 16 *- Ionization balance (corona regime) of silicium after House [59] 

without and after Jordan [5Q] with dielectronic recombination. 

Fig,17 - Ionization balance (corona regime) of iron, after Jordan [50]. 

a - including dielectronic recombination, 

b - excluding dielectronic: recombination. 
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Fig.18 - Ionization balance (corona regime) of iron, after TFR group [60], 
a - including dielectronic recombination; 
b - excluding dielectronic recombination. 
Only one resonance transition of the inner excited electron has been 
taken into account. No n •«-dependent corrections made. 

Fig.19 - Ionization balance (corona regime) of iron after Breton>Demichelis, 
and Mattioli [62], including dielectronic recombination. Two reso
nance transitions of the inner excited electron have been taken into 
account ; no n -dependent corrections made. 

Fig.20 - Ionization balance (corona regime) of molybdenum, without dielectro
nic recombination, after TFR group [60]. 

Fig.21 - Ionization balance (corona regime) of molybdenum, with dielectronic 
recombination, after TFR group [63], 

Fig.22 - Radiation power due to oxygen impurities, after Breton et al, [61], 

Fig.23 - Radiation power due to iron impurities, after Breton et al. [6l]. 

Fig.24 - Radiation power due to molybdenum impurities, after TFR group [63]. 

Fig.25 - Ratio of power radiated by impurities to power due to bremsstrahlung 
of a pure hydrogen plasma. For details see text. 

Fig.26 - Abundances of oxygen ions in the Fontenay-aux-Roses TOKOMAK TFR. 
Solid lines are for a constant diffusion velocity of v°= 1*10 cm/sec, 
after Breton et al. [61], Broken curves would be obtained for static 
ioniaation-recombination equilibrium using the distribution of Fig.15. 

Fig.27 - Photon production rate for the dynamic distribution given by the 
solid lines of Fig.26 and with an impurity flux of 

2 
^imp = ' P a r t i c W c m sec , after Breton et al, [61]. 

Fig.28 - Abundances of iron ions in the Fontenay^aux-Roses TOKAMAK TFR, 
Solid lines are for a constant diffusion velocity of v°= 1*10 cm/sec, 
after Breton et al. [61]. Broken curves would be obtained for static 
ionization-recombination equilibrium using the distribution of Fig.19. 
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